The relativistic multiresonator magnetron is analyzed in cylindrical geometry, using the two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulation code MAGIC. Detailed comparisons are made between the simulation results and the experiments by Palevsky and Bekefi (Phys. Fluids 22, 986 (1979)] using the A6 magnetron configuration. Within a constant scale factor, the computer simulations show a similar dependence of microwave power on magnetic field, with dominant excitations in the n and 2n modes.
In relativistic magnetrons, 1-6 pulsed high-voltage diodes (operating in the several hundred kV to MV range, say) are used to generate microwaves at gigawatt power levels. Although magnetrons are widely used as microwave sources, a fundamental understanding of the underlying interaction physics is still being developed, 7 particularly in the nonlinear regime. Much of the theoretical challenge in describing multiresonator magnetron operation arises from the complexity introduced by the corrugated anode boundary 8 and the fact that the electrons emitted from the cathode interact with the electromagnetic waves in the anode-cathode gap in a highly nonlinear way. This is manifest through strong azimuthal bunching of the electrons and the formation of large-amplitude "spokes" in the electron density. In this regard, computer simulation studies 91 In this letter, we summarize recent computer simulations of the multiresonator A6 magnetron configuration using the twodimensional (a/az -0) particle-in-cell code MAGIC. 12 The code includes cylindrical effects, and relativistic and electromagnetic effects in a fully self-consistent manner. Unlike previous computer simulations, the magnetron oscillations are excited from noise, i.e., without preinjection of a finite-amplitude rf signal or preferential excitation of 2n-mode or n-mode oscillations. In addition, the present simulations are carried out in cylindrical.
rather than planar 9 ' 1 0 magnetic geometry. Figure 1 shows the cross section of the A6 magnetron. and SB parallel to B fz, the vacuum electric field pattern in Fig. 1 is such that 6 Ee is in phase in adjacent resonators for the 2n mode, whereas 6Ee is out of phase in adjacent resonators for the n mode.
In the simulations, Maxwell's equations and the particle orbit equations are solved relativistically and electromagnetically, using (typically) more than 3000 macroparticles and a nonuniform, Here, the integration path corresponds to the dotted line in Fig. 1 from P to P2 at r -r. -3.7 cm. In Fig. 2(a) , the nonlinear saturation of the magnetron oscillations occurs at t = 10 ns, where the ratio of the saturated amplitude Ves and the applied diode voltage VD '
Vm is VOs/VD = 0.85. In Fig. 2(b) , the two distinct peaks at the frequencies f -2.0 GHz and f = 4.0 GHz correspond to n-mode and 2n-mode oscillations, respectively. The 2n-mode oscillation frequency f -4.0 GHz is 14% lower than the frequency f -4.55 GHz observed in the experiment,3 which may be due to the absence of finite-axial-length effects in the simulations (where 8/3z -0 is assumed). Although both excitations have nearly the same amplitude in Fig. 2(b) , the (higher frequency) 2n mode delivers more rf power than the n mode.
By evaluating the area-integral of the outward Poynting flux (c/4n)gEaBz over the surface of the dispersive window at r -d -4.11 cm in Fig. 1 , the peak rf power output in the simulations is calculated for various values of the applied magnetic field Bf.
The dependence of the normalized rf power on magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3 . In following the time evolution of the electron density n e(r,e,t) in the simulations, it is found that the profile for 2n the average density, <ne>(r,t) -(2n)Vf dene(r,e,t), does not 0 2 resemble that corresponding to Brillouin flow, even at early times (t < 4ns, say). In particular, the profile for <ne>(r,t) decreases as r increases from r -a -.2.11 cm, and exhibits a long tail extending beyond the layer radius rb calculated from an ideal Brillouin flow model.2 Although the azimuthal bunching of the electrons is relatively small for times up to 4 ns, by t 6 ns the system begins to enter a nonlinear regime characterized by spoke formation. Highly developed spokes are evident in To summarize, with regard to the dependence of rf power on magnetic field, the simulation results are in excellent agreement with the experiment (within a constant scale factor).
Also, in terms of rf power output, the simulations confirm that the A6 magnetron oscillates preferentially in the 2n mode.
In the preoscillation regime, it is found that the electron flow differs substantially from Brillouin flow conditions. In the nonlinear regime, the saturation is dominated by the formation of spokes.
The simulations also show that the magnetron performance and rf and 2n-mode (z -6) oscillations, respectively. 
